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Gender Men scored higher than women in (1)  .

Occupation People with high scores in (2)  prefer jobs which involve 

interacting with others.

Health (3)  is related to good health.

Age Older people tend to have higher scores in (4)   

and (5)  .

Listening genre: A	science	programme  •  Listening strategy: Cognates  •  Language focus: Introducing	a	new	point

Personality10

Warm-up 
1 Match the words 1–5 with definitions a–e.

1 Openness  a Our desire for stimulation from outside the self.

2 Conscientiousness  b How we deal with negative emotions like stress.

3 Extroversion   c How willing we are to explore new ideas. 

4 Agreeableness  d How well we plan and exhibit self-control.

5 Neuroticism  e How easily we get on with others.

Before you listen
2 Check that you understand the words in the box. You can use a dictionary to help you.

personality trait (n.)      fingerprint (n.)      gender (n.)
even-tempered (adj.)      findings (n.)      long-lasting (adj.)

While you listen
3  You are going to listen to a radio programme about a personality study. Read the notes.  

Then listen and complete them with ‘Big Five’ personality traits from exercise 1. 
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Listening genre: A	science	programme  •  Listening strategy: Cognates  •  Language focus: Introducing	a	new	point

Listening strategy: Cognates

•	 Cognates	are	words	in	different	languages	which	share	the	same	origins.	Many	English	 
words	which	come	from	Latin	are	easy	to	recognize	if	you	speak	a	Romance	language.

•	 A	lot	of	scientific	words	come	from	Latin	and	are	easy	to	guess.	For	example:	correlation,	
perception,	analysis

•	 Be	careful!	Some	words	look	similar	but	have	different	meanings	in	different	languages.	 
We	call	these	‘false	friends’.	For	example:	sensible

•	 Sometimes	a	word	looks	similar	but	sounds	very	different	when	it’s	pronounced.	Write	down	
unfamiliar	words.	This	can	help	you	to	decide	if	they’re	a	cognate.		 
For	example:	psychologist,	civilization

4  Read the sentences. Then listen again and complete them. Write one word in each space.

1 The name of the BBC study was The      .

2 The results of the study suggest that men have a higher sensitivity to  and 
 .

3 Professions which involve a lot of social contact include sales,  ,  
and teaching. 

4 People who have close  and  support can cope better with 
health problems.

5 As people get older, they have greater demands on their time from their  and 
 .

Language focus
5 Each of these extracts from the recording contains a phrase for introducing a new point. 

Complete them with the words in the box.

As      concerned      on      regard      regards      turning

1 As far as gender is  , it was the trait of Openness that gave rise to 
the most surprising findings.

2 As  Agreeableness, Conscientiousness and Neuroticism, [...]

3 Moving  to the question of occupation, the study revealed the 
following correlation between people’s personalities and the jobs they prefer [...]

4  for those with a high score in Openness, they seem to be happiest 
in jobs that involve creativity [...]

5 With  to health, the study reflected previous findings [...]

6 Finally,  to the issue of age, the study showed slight changes in 
personality as we get older.

6  Listen again and check your answers.
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Speaking function:	Describing	people  •  Photo work:	Describing	a	photo  •  Extension:	A	role	play	game

Dialogue 
1  Listen and read.

Lucinda:

Freya:

Lucinda:

Freya: 

Lucinda:

Freya:

Lucinda: 

Freya:

Lucinda:

Freya:

What’s the new Spanish teacher like?
She seems really nice.
Is she strict? 
Not really. She seems fairly relaxed and she’s got 
a sense of humour.
What does she look like?
She’s fairly tall, with short, dark hair and glasses.
What about her Spanish? Does she speak really 
fast like Mr González?
No – she’s very easy to understand.
She sounds OK.
Yes, she is.

Useful phrases:	Describing	people

What’s	...	like?

What	does	he	/	she	look	like?

He	/	She	seems	...

He	/	She	looks	...

He	/	She’s	really	/	fairly	...

He	/	She	sounds	...

2  Listen and repeat. Pay attention to the intonation.

3 Practise the dialogue with a partner. Then swap roles and practise it again.

4 Now invent your own dialogue and act it out. Use the Useful phrases in  
the box. You can talk about these people or use your own ideas:

•	 Brother	/	sister

•	 Best	friend

•	 Boyfriend	/	girlfriend
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Speaking function:	Describing	people  •  Photo work:	Describing	a	photo  •  Extension:	A	role	play	game

Photo work
5 Describe the photo. Use the questions to help you.

•	 What	can	you	see	in	the	photo?	

•	 How	do	you	think	the	people	are	feeling?	

•	 Which	personality	types	are	most	/	least	comfortable	in	this	situation?	Why?

•	 Do	you	enjoy	this	kind	of	event?	Why	(not)?

Extension
You are going to take part in a role play game on the subject of personalities.

6 Each student in the class takes three small pieces of paper and writes a personality 
adjective on each.

 Your teacher will collect all the pieces of paper and put them into a bag.

7 Work in pairs. Student A is a fictional celebrity and Student B is a TV interviewer.

Student A: Take a piece of paper from the bag and look at the adjective. Do not show it 
to Student B. This will be your character’s personality.

Student B: You are going to interview Student A for a TV show. Prepare some questions. 
At the end of the interview, you must guess the adjective on Student A’s piece of paper.

8 Do your interview. At the end, see if Student B can guess which personality adjective 
Student A is representing. 

9 Now swap roles. Student B is now the celebrity and takes an adjective from the bag.

bossy
stubborncheerful

Website: Oral skills section/Personality
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